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Most of our readers are being inundated by proxy season reviews, we 
know - and maybe some are sick of them by now. But given our long-
term success at spotting trends you need to watch - plus the unique 
vantage point that comes from our Inspector of Elections business, 
where we and our Associates attend nearly 500 shareholder and 
membership association meetings each year - including a few proxy 
fights to boot - we feel obliged to weigh-in as usual, with our “view 
from the snake-pit” in 2019 and the year ahead.

As we’d predicted, votes in favor of “ESG” proposals - i.e, on the 
environment, on various “social issues” and on purely governance 

issues, calling for greater shareholder empowerment - such as lower 
thresholds to call a special meeting - and to have stronger comp 
claw-back provisions when there are snafus - and, ouch, to enable 
shareholders to act by “written consent” - continue on an ever-upward 
trend. Alliance Advisors’ excellent review noted that social issue 
proposals garnered 11 majority votes this season vs. just four wins in 
2018 - on the topics of political spending and lobbying disclosure (4 
proposals), board/executive/workplace diversity (4), opioid reports (2), 
and human rights (1).  And, for the first time since 2013, two claw-back 
proposals secured majority support. Even more striking, we say, is the 
large number of ESG proposals that scored Votes-For in the mid to 
high 40% range, which we see as essentially a “win.” We bet the ranch 
that ESG issues will gain even more steam in 2020.

We had also noted that more and more top-companies were 
working to stay ahead of the curve on ESG matters, and to be 

far less reactive and much more proactive in their outreach to investors 
and in their proxy materials. And wow! Just a few weeks ago, all but a 
small handful of the CEOs on the Business Roundtable came out with 
a strong endorsement of the idea that ‘doing good’ where stakeholders 
are concerned is a key ingredient in ‘doing well’ as going concerns. The 
BRT statement on “the purpose of a corporation” is truly a game-
changer where ESG proposals are concerned.
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And wow again - the Council of Institutional Investors - normally among the strongest and most active 
proponents of ESG proposals - responded with a rather snarky rebuke, asserting that “we respectfully disagree 

with the statement issued by the BRT earlier today. The BRT statement suggests corporate obligations to a variety 
of stakeholders, placing shareholders last, and referencing shareholders simply as providers of capital rather than 
as owners.” But after some ‘clarifications’ from BRT members, both the BRT and the CII seem to be on board 
that yes, “creating shareholder value” must come first on the list - but can’t really be done over the long run if 
important concerns of stakeholders are not taken in to account. Still further…

Know this, and note well as you look forward to 2020: Virtually every big institutional investor out there - and 
the two big proxy voting advisors too - have been upping the ante big-time where companies’ ethnic and 

gender diversity and “sustainability” efforts and disclosures are concerned... 

Even as we write this, big investors are increasingly bound and determined to register displeasure with ESG 
issues by withholding votes from one or two or three directors in 2020 at companies that don’t tackle them 

with the vigor they expect.

Now…to complete our little anagram - “AWAKEN” - and, ideally, to awaken you…

HERE ARE OUR TOP TIPS ON WHAT TO DO NOW  TO PREPARE FOR 2020:
• Assess where your company is likely to stand at year end vs. peers: If you are not in the top-tenth-percentile 

performance wise, you are especially vulnerable to (a) getting shareholder proposals and (b) to getting 
large numbers in favor of them and (c) to getting large Votes-No against some or all directors, or, heaven 
forbid, on your Say On Pay. (Directors, as we know, do not like that.)

• NOW is the time to reach out to your largest shareholders - to see if there are any issues from their perspective, 
to review any new ESG initiatives you may have undertaken on your own, to review the issues likely to be on 
your ballot, to answer any questions or concerns up-front and, of course, to elicit support for your agenda.

• If your company has “issues” of any kind, prepare to address them candidly, at the top of the agenda, and 
to explain your game plan to deal with them in detail. (Institutional and retail shareholders alike know that 
every company - like every person - has “issues” from time to time. And the majority of them will be “with 
you” as long as you are candid - and your story makes sense to them.)

• Rigorously assess your company’s ESG profile against the ‘best-in-class’ - and take action to up your game 
on ESG matters before you engage with institutional investors and before you begin to draft your proxy 
statement. (You can’t fix your financials overnight, but when times are tough, companies that are perceived 
as being “good citizens” tend to do noticeably better, voting-wise, than less-engaged peers.)

• Bone up carefully on how to tell your story in a way that will show your company in the best possible 
light: Review the proxy statements of BofA, Pepsi and Prudential, we advise - ‘best in class’ for content, 
visuals and overall reader and shareholder friendliness, we say - and form a task force, including a top-
flight financial printer, to up your game here as well.

• Count the house, and resolve to increase your retail investor vote - even if you do not smell any close-calls 
right now. Directors are more vulnerable to Votes-No than ever before…And if any of them do get targeted 
by big institutions, or if there are proposals that you oppose, your only hope to get a “respectable margin of 
victory” will be a bigger than usual vote from your almost-always-friendly retail voters…Please remember: 
if you wake up to a threat less than 30 days before the meeting, it’ll simply be too late to act. (Do read the 
many tips on how to do this - on our website.)

Also, be sure to check out the nifty tip from thecorporatecounsel.net on creating a “Happy” 10-k in the Out-Of-
Our In-Box section…

https://www.thecorporatecounsel.net/home/
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ONE BIG ITEM OF BAD NEWS TO WATCH FOR IN 2020 -  
AND TWO SMALL ITEMS OF GOOD NEWS

A little-noticed development has reared its ugly head again, big-time, thanks mostly to proposals from William 
Steiner and John Chevedden: Proposals to allow shareholders to act by written consent. The Georgeson summary, 
which is very long on data but rather light on interpretation, noted that there were 34 such proposals in 2019 - 
that gathered scarily high average support of 38.5% - with several companies well into the 40s.
As we have written here many times before, while acting by written consent sounds kind of harmless, the proposals 
are toxic in our view - in that they open the door to corporate raiders, and provide them with a highly effective 
tactic to take over the board - and an entire company. (Please search for and read the excellent article on Consent 
Solicitations on our website, authored by our friends at Kelley Drye & Warren.)
As we have also written many times, on the whole, as the Georgeson numbers indicate, corporations have been 
doing a LOUSY JOB of countering these proposals and explaining the problems with them. But NOTE WELL: 
Two big companies who were targeted in 2019 were able to reduce support for Consent Solicitations to a mere 
12.4% for the Steiner proposal at Pfizer and 13.4% for the Chevedden proposal at Prudential. Be sure to check 
out, and learn from, their statements of opposition!
Now for two items of good news: The “Holy Land Principles” that riled up audiences at 13 shareholder meetings in 
2017 failed to return in 2018 and 2019, and seem to be dead issues. So too for the “Burn More Coal” group - that 
had submitted at least four proposals to assess the costs and benefits of climate control initiatives…like burning 
less coal, shame on those bad people…also appears to be dead and buried thanks to the very low vote-getting.

The SEC issued a roadmap for dealing with proxy plumbing issues in August, and Liz Dunshee 
of thecorporatecounsel.net asked what we thought: Here’s our take:
“The biggest problem with the current system - namely “over-voting” - has been unaccountably demoted to second 
place: “Over-voting” - or more precisely articulated, the issuance of voting credentials to both lenders of securities 
and to borrowers of securities - occurs at every shareholder meeting at every single US public company where there 
are “open short positions” : Essentially, at ALL shareholder meetings! (This is only rarely noticed, however, because 
of the very low voting by individual investors, which hardly ever causes bank, broker and other custodial votes to 
go over 100%...unless there are ‘hotly contested matters’ that draw big turnouts. But this is precisely the issue that 
needs to be dealt with!)
“Thus, the third recommendation - to have participants in securities lending operations merely “cooperate in 
reconciling... on a periodic basis” falls woefully short of what needs to be done: All lenders with “open short positions” 
on the record date for a shareholder meeting should be required either to call back the shares that were lent, or to 
reduce their official voting power on their own shares that are not returned, as some do now. (But, under state laws, 
voting power is vested in the registered owner, so this is only an equitable solution, when the lending institution itself 
is the “owner” of the shares and is willing to forego its own ability to fully vote on the matters at hand.) 
“All borrowers with “open short positions” on the record date should be required to return the borrowed shares 
to the lender(s) on or before the record date for a meeting. If they do not have the shares on hand - because they 
have “sold them short” to another investor - who automatically acquired the voting rights - they should be required 
to “buy in” so as to return the borrowed shares to the lender and thus properly “balance the books” as to the shares 
and votes actually “outstanding and entitled to vote.”

SLOW PROGRESS ON PROXY PLUMBING ISSUES, BUT GROUNDS FOR HOPE

https://www.thecorporatecounsel.net/home/
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“While the call for “End-to-end confirmation” SOUNDS like a good thing - and seems like a nice FEEL-GOOD 
THING - the only info that tabulators can really confirm is that “We got your votes and recorded them as we got 
them.” NOT really useful in a closely contested election unless the over-voting issues are corrected FIRST...And 
not really meaningful even then, given the fact that voting instructions often emanate from many sources within 
a given institution - many of which “split” their votes on controversial issues - and often pass through the hands of 
third-party voting agents, who can and do make mistakes on their own. In my view, institutional investors - and 
transfer agents too, who currently serve as the “Master Tabulators” at 70% or more of all shareholder meetings - 
greatly underestimate the work that would be needed to make the confirmations really meaningful.

“The recommendation to conduct “studies of investor views” re: (a) anonymity and (b) share lending also falls 
short of what I believe needs to be done; namely a move away from the strictly binary OBO/NOBO choice to a 
more useful (and easy-to-implement) system that would give investors a much wider choice when it comes to 
receiving various kinds of shareholder communications. Most importantly, in my view - which is widely shared by 
the vast majority of public companies, and by the Council of Institutional Investors - investors should be given 
an opportunity to receive communications directly from “contestants” - both in formal proxy contests and in other 
closely contested matters.

“As to the “Universal Proxy Rule” - this does seem to be a good thing in proxy contests - although it does indeed 
strengthen the hand of dissident groups considerably, as the SEC notes. The two missing ingredients in the 
regulatory scheme are (1) to clarify requirements to disclose that both management and “dissident” nominees 
have indeed agreed to serve if elected - AND (2) to make it clear to voters if any of the “management nominees” 
have given notice that they will NOT serve if one or more dissidents are elected.” (Actually, these issues may have 
been resolved by ‘private ordering’ since, in a landmark case this year, where the incumbent board refused to give 
consent to a dissident group, the group threatened to sue, and the incumbents backed down.)

Your editors have been asked by the SSA if they would be willing to serve on any of five working groups to address 
the above, which we would gladly do...So there does seem to be some “seriousness” here...and - if adequate fact-
finding is done - we still remain cautiously optimistic that real progress CAN be made, to modernize and improve 
the system, so stay tuned.

VALUABLE NEW RESEARCH FROM BROADRIDGE ON RETAIL VOTING BEHAVIOR
A survey of individual investors conducted by Broadridge this spring found that “71% of investors value voting 
their proxies, but do not take the actual steps to vote. In fact, Broadridge’s operational data on actual voting rates 
shows that individual investors vote less than a third of the shares they own, unless they are heavily solicited.” 
(WE know, however, that at many companies the percentage of retail votes is in the mid-to-low teens!)
Here are some additional, and rather surprising takeaways, that provide a very useful roadmap for 
improvements in gathering votes, we think:

• Investors recognize a connection between voting and their financial well-being: 75% said voting on 
issues associated with their investments contributes to their financial well-being - a sentiment that 83% of 
millennials echoed.

• No surprise to us, retail investors crave greater simplicity: Three-quarters of “non-voters” said they’re 
willing to commit only 10 minutes or less to voting their proxies. And two-thirds said they’d be more likely to 
cast votes if they could vote through an app on their mobile phone.
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• Individual investors want their financial advisor to play a role: 76% said they would like their financial 
advisor to remind them to vote either by email (50%), text message (32%) or a phone call (23%).

Readers: We will be dusting off and trying hard to shorten our educational booklet, Votes Have Value - even 
while trying to add a roadmap that would help investors get all and all done in less than ten minutes…which we 
think we can do.  We surely hope that some of you will volunteer as Beta-testers for 2020….Please give us a call!

BIG NEWS ON THE TRANSFER AGENCY SCENE
• The biggest news by far is Computershare’s win of The Walt Disney Company’s transfer agency and 

dividend reinvestment plan business from Broadridge…following close on the heels of Computershare’s 
win last quarter of the Microsoft business from AST: Two of the largest transfer agencies out there - and two 
of the most rightly admired companies in the world, we have to note.

In our year-end magazine, all of the top-four T-As were promising a “transformation” - and for CPU, this is surely 
it: For the past five years we had been likening Computershare to the biggest bear on the planet - which they clearly 
are in the TA world - that was constantly beset by smaller competitors, nipping at their heels and regularly tearing 
off choice morsels of business. Goodbye to that - at least for the near future, we’d say.

• Meanwhile, Broadridge - which will retain the important registered vote tabulation and reporting roles, 
both at Disney and at Microsoft - continues to make hay in the new business world, having added 60 new 
T-A relationships over the past 18 months. So we expect them to pretty much shrug off the loss of Disney - 
and, we bet, to re-double their sales and marketing efforts, where suddenly, the T-A market seems to be much 
riper than usual for some major comparison shopping.

• At EQ - the transfer agency formerly known as Wells Fargo Shareowner Services - their latest move 
toward a “transformation” has been to create a ten-person “Dedicated Banking Team” to serve the “often 
neglected banking sector” - where they will offer transfer agency, proxy solicitation, market intelligence, 
corporate actions, proxy governance and… Investor Relations and Equity Compensation services (!) which 
would be brand new to their U.S. business - providing “tailored services” to banks.

A pretty good idea, we think, given the likely consolidation of the banking industry that seems almost certain to 
occur sometime soon, and we wish them the very best -  though hardly a “barnburner of an idea” just now…where 
money-making is concerned.

• At AST…they have been steadily enhancing the online and near-real-time analysis and delivery of data to 
issuing companies in an impressive way: Their recently released ISSUER CENTRAL® dashboard is “the only 
platform in the industry that combines and seamlessly integrates a company’s registered, street, treasury stock, 
and insider data in a single view. Users can monitor investor activity and assess their own investor base versus 
that of industry peers, providing AST’s clients with the most comprehensive ownership analytics in the industry.” 

• Also recently released by AST, an amazing new PROXY CAMPAIGN PLATFORM, “a transformational proxy 
administration, tabulation and forecasting platform, allowing for smarter, more efficient campaign planning 
and execution.” AST has “streamlined the process by presenting insights critical to planning, budgeting and 
execution to drive successful outcomes. The platform captures near-real-time voting data in a blockchain-based 
tabulation engine. Forecasting analytics are supported by in-flight and historical voting trends and demographic 
data. Users can monitor shareholder engagement and actions to provide direct visibility into the effectiveness of 
the campaign strategy…In addition to tracking votes as they are cast, it provides projections of how additional 
shareholders – by demographic group – might vote, allowing for more informed strategic decision-making and 
campaign execution.”  (Three cheers for this, we say: As The OPTIMIZER reminds regularly, having data like 
this at your fingertips is truly invaluable at a time where negative voting trends frequently and very suddenly 
arise - and where time is of essence in such instances if you want to successfully turn the tide.) 
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OWNING YOUR SHARE OF AMERICA?

ELSEWHERE ON THE SUPPLIER SCENE:

OUT OF OUR IN-BOX:

Our “Call to Action” to re-launch this campaign has been reviewed by over 800 movers-and-shakers in the 
shareholder servicing world, and the vast majority of people we’ve spoken with have expressed support for the 
idea. The devil is in the details, of course, and we intend to circulate a more detailed roadmap in time for the 
STA board meeting in October, where they have agreed to put the subject on their agenda. Meanwhile, we will 
ramp up our own reaching-out and lobbying efforts, so watch this space.

IEX - once a wannabe competitor for NYSE and NASDAQ stock exchange listings gave up its five year fight 
to lure listed companies to them, after losing its only client, Interactive Brokers, to NASDAQ. The WSJ article 
that reported on the failed project noted “how difficult it is to take over established players in finance but also 
how in any business where a company has generated a network effect. Before users will jump to a new offering 
they want to see that others are already there.” A very important thing for all service providers and their prospective 
customers to note carefully, we think. And further, regarding cut-rate pricing, IEX had offered Interactive Brokers five 
years of free service, then $50K per year - vs Nasdaq fees that range up to $155,000 a year and NYSE fees that range 
up to $500,000 a year. In our own long experience, cut-rate deals like IEX’s are clear-cut signs of desperation and 
doomed to failure, so caveat emptor whenever you’re offered deals that seem to be too good to be true.
And how’s this for a deal? - Discount broker Charles Schwab announced that beginning in October, they would 
cut their fees for online trades to ZERO. Ameritrade, which derives a quarter of its revenue from commission saw 
its stock fall by 26% and E-Trade, which derives 20% of revenues from commission fell by 16% - while Schwab, where 
commission are only 7% of revenues fell by 9.7%. There’s no such thing as “free” in business, as we all know, so 
clients will likely have to leave a lot of un-invested cash to balance Schwab’s books…but a MAJOR change in the 
brokerage landscape, for sure.

A very timely Sept 3 note from John Jenkins, a wonderfully good blogger on thecorporatecounsel.net : “Happy 
10-Ks: Better Turn That Frown Upside Down!” He cites a recent University of Alabama study and advises, 
“When you draft your next 10-K, it might be a good idea to put down your copy of Reg S-K and pick up a copy of 
‘The Power of Positive Thinking.’  That’s because, according to a CLS Blue Sky blog on the study, an upbeat 10-K 
correlates with improved stock performance, while a more downcast filing can result in your stock taking a hit”
“Our results show that positive (negative) sentiment predicts higher (lower) abnormal return over days (0 days 
to 3) around the 10-K filing date, i.e., the filing period. Both sentiment measures also predict higher abnormal 
return over event windows of up to one month after the filing period. This finding suggests that the market 
underreacts to positive sentiment and overreacts to negative sentiment in the 10-K filing during the filing period. 
Moreover, both sentiment measures are significantly related to abnormal trading volume around the filing date.”
“By the way, it looks like Norman Vincent Peale was on to something” John writes – “because the study also says 
that companies with happier 10-Ks also produce better results over the course of the year than their more dour 
counterparts.”
Readers: Add a focus on “happy 10-Ks” to the list of tips in this issue on preparing for the 2020 meeting season!

CONT’D
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OUR FAVORITE ITEM FROM OUR IN-BOX THIS QUARTER… A little article in the 9/13 New York Times headed 
“He Died After Sex on a Business Trip. His Company Is Held Liable”… Who’da Thunk It?? But, as the article 
outlined, in France (where else?) a Paris court ruled on appeal that “like that of other countries [though, mais non, 
surely not here in the USA] French law considers any accident that happens on a business trip to be work related, 
even if the activity is not closely related to the employees business mission.” Any randy workers on your staff? 
Better check in with HR before sending them abroad.

PEOPLE
Amy Borrus, currently the deputy director of the Council of Institutional 
Investors, will succeed Ken Bertsch as executive director when he retires 
in August 2020. The board made the decision well in advance of Mr. 
Bertsch’s retirement to “ensure a seamless leadership transition,” it said in 
a news release.
Ms. Borrus joined CII as deputy director in 2006 and served as interim 
executive director from June 2015 to March 2016 — at which point Mr. 
Bertsch started as executive director, following a highly distinguished career 
in the corporate governance world, including high-level assignments at 
Moody’s, CamberView Partners and as a former President of the Society 
for Corporate Governance.

Former U.S. Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller III has rejoined the Washington office of law firm Wilmer Hale, 
where, in addition to his former work - conducting internal investigations for large companies - he will also 
focus on assessing how organizations function, and whether they are prepared for potential crises, according to a 
Wilmer Hale spokesperson. It would be hard to imagine a person with a stronger intellect, work ethic, passion for 
excellence and, above all, the integrity that Mueller will bring to bear in such matters. 

Industry veteran Patrick Tracey - who had moved from Computershare to Carta (a 
provider of services to non-public companies) a year ago - has signed on as Director of 
Business Development at proxy solicitor and advisor Morrow Sodali. A wonderful fit 
for Pat, who is a new business developer and business maintainer par excellence, a big 
loss to Carta, which seems to have trimmed back its original plans to compete in the 
suddenly over-crowded public-company T-A world - and a very big win for Morrow 
Sodali. (Full disclosure, your editor in chief hired Pat away from Morrow in the 1980s, 
to help launch the entry of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. into the then-booming 
business of “converting” Mutually-Owned Banks and Thrifts into shareholder-owned 
entities. Despite a very belated entry, Manny Hanny quickly grew into the top-provider of 

“Thrift Conversions” and the subsequent transfer agency services by a huge margin, and where Pat played a major 
role in the success.)
T. Boone Pickens, the legendary corporate raider and greenmailer who, in the 1980s, in quick succession - 
used his mid-sized Mesa Petroleum Company to launch hostile takeovers against Cities Service, Gulf Oil, 
Phillips Petroleum and Unocal - passed away in September at 91. While all of his takeover efforts failed to be 
consummated, he made over $900 million in “greenmail payments” for himself and his associates…then moved 
on to found the United Shareholders Association (USA) to lobby for more rights for individual investors - and 
to accuse big business of “misappropriating your money.”  Your editor will never forget the times the old Manny 

Amy Borrus and Ken Bertsch

Patrick Tracey

CONT’D
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Hanny’s T-A department lent desks and phones to both Phillips and Unocal brass, to make calls to shareholders 
in the early evenings, urging them to turn Boone down. Equally unforgettable was the big launch of USA - in 
the Grand Ballroom of the Mayflower Hotel in D.C. - where an overflowing roomful of business folks paid $500 
a ticket for a drink and a speech, while Boone’s richest investors were wined and dined in high style for three 
full days, for free. Ultimately, USA (and Ralph Whitworth - originally Boone’s young go-fer) quite properly 
denounced him - for using the very tactics he railed against to defend against a takeover of Mesa - which 
ultimately ousted him. A quote from Forbes magazine in the NY Times obit summed his style up neatly: “I 
have always believed that it is important to show a new look periodically. Predictability can lead to failure.” A truly 
unique and unforgettable character!

REGULATORY NOTES…AND COMMENT

ON THE HILL: 
The five SEC Commissioners appeared on the Hill in September - before the House Financial Services 
Committee - for the first time since 2007, where the Chair opened by urging the SEC to close the 4-day regulatory 
gap that lets companies trade before 8-k disclosures, a move that was unanimously approved (!!) by the Committee.
SEC Chairman Jackson called for an “open concept release” on stock buyback programs (Three cheers!) 
which have not been revisited in 10+ years…called for “more transparency” on public-company spending on 
political activities (Three cheers again!)…and noted that “proxy plumbing is not where it should be.” (Four 
cheers for that!)

AT THE SEC:
In a 3-2 vote, the SEC approved new guidance that requires proxy advisors to be much more ‘transparent’ 
and - very importantly, for their recommendations to be treated as proxy solicitations under the rules - 
making ISS and Glass Lewis much more accountable for quickly correcting any errors or misstatements 
(three cheers) and much more vulnerable to lawsuits. Newly appointed Democratic Commissioner Allison 
Herren Lee, who voted no, said this will “create serious risks to our system by adding costs” (What was she 
drinking?) - to which, the WSJ replied, rightly we have to say, “since when do progressives worry about 
regulatory costs in any case?”  

The SEC’s  No-Action Process “Announcement” from the Division of Corporation Finance - where the staff 
can decline to state a view or to respond orally - has rattled a lot of corporate folks and has raised the ire of a 
group of influential investor advocates who wrote a lengthy letter of protest to the Corp Fin director a few days 
later. Signed by representatives of the Council of Institutional Investors, the Interfaith Center for Corporate 
Responsibility, US/SIF, CERES and the Shareholder Rights Group the letter cited a long list of issues, from the 
suddenness of the release and the lack of a comment period, to a loss of transparency and accountability, unfairness 
to individual investor proponents, a potential to increase conflict between companies and their investors…and 
warns that “As Gibson Dunn has written, the announcement portends a “tumultuous” proxy season ahead.”

“We recommend that the Division rescind the policy and retain the process that has worked reasonably well for 
decades. The number of no-action requests processed by the Staff has not increased, and thus this change does not seem 
merited. In the event that the SEC does not rescind the new policy, we offer [a long list of] suggestions to reduce the 
level of uncertainty and conflict resulting from the new approaches.”
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We think the protest has a lot of merit. While in several earlier issues the OPTIMIZER encouraged issuers to 
bag the no-action request process altogether, and tell proponents to see them in court if they were sure it would 
be proper to exclude a proposal, this is really not a “winning strategy” for any of the participants in the proxy 
process. We are betting that the SEC WILL rescind and revise the “Announcement” and at the very least, put it 
out for comment before implementing any changes here…
On another front, the SEC continues to rack up new fines each month - all well-deserved but usually mighty 
lenient in our book:
In August, in what we expect will be a continuing saga of fines and penalties, they announced that broker 
Cantor Fitzgerald will pay more than $647,000 and broker BMO Capital Markets Corporation will pay over 
$3.9 million to settle charges of improper handling of “pre-released” American Depositary Receipts (ADRs). 
“With today’s actions, the SEC has charged 13 financial institutions in its ongoing investigation into abusive ADR 
pre-release practices, which, thus far, has included monetary settlements exceeding $427 million.”
In September Fiat Chrysler agreed to pay $40 million for fraudulently reporting new vehicle sales over a five-year 
period and falsely touting a ‘streak’ of uninterrupted monthly year-over-year sales growth - which had actually 
ended in 2013. A mighty weak penalty for five full years of financial fraud by a major company, we have to say…

IN THE COURTHOUSE: 
An important August 7th decision by the Supreme Court in Delaware overturns an earlier decision and makes it 
clear that there are no “automatic presumptions” as to confidentiality when it comes to corporate books and records. 
See August 7, 2019, Supreme Court of the State of Delaware, Alex Tiger v. Boast Apparel, Inc. (No. 23, 2019): Opinion
A related article at The Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation, September 
1, 2019 posting concludes, oh happy day for lawyers, that “The Court’s decision in Tiger bucks the recent trend 
in which courts had found a presumption of confidentiality in Section 220 demands. Given the high importance 
that many corporations place on maintaining the confidentiality of their books and records, the decision in 
Tiger is likely to result in a vast amount of litigation over confidentiality issues in the context of inspections of 
corporate books and records.”

FELLOW SUPPLIERS: To advertise in this year’s magazine, please contact Peder Hagberg at 917-848-6772 or peder@optimizeronline.com

COMING SOON: 
OUR ANNUAL FULL-COLOR MAGAZINE 
Featuring “20 Ways to Engage Shareholders in 2020 ... and the Tools Your Company Needs”  

ALSO, JUST FOR FUN - AND MAYBE TO HELP YOU IF YOU GET ANY WEIRD 
REQUESTS OR SUBPOENAS FOR OLD STOCKHOLDER RECORDS:  
“The long and twisted history of the transfer agency business - from the 19th 
century Robber Barons to today”… with a helpful “genealogical chart.” 

ALSO…A MONOLGUE FROM THE EXPERTS ON “BEST PRACTICES IN 
SHAREHOLDER RECORDS-RETENTION”:  BOUND TO SCARE YOU, WE BET

PLUS… MORE - AND MORE PHOTOS TOO - ON “THE LIFE AND 
TIMES OF GADFLY EVELYN Y. DAVIS” - DON’T MISS IT!

https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=ac53f118-81c8-4651-9fd8-3dfdf90548c7
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2019/08/28/economic-value-added-makes-a-come-back/
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2019/08/28/economic-value-added-makes-a-come-back/
mailto:peder%40optimizeronline.com?subject=Optimizer%20Inquiry

